Pneumatic Planter - PL604
Pneumatic Planter - Features & Specifications

Specifications:

Ordering Code  PLP84
Frame Width (cm)  280
Seeds Hopper Capacity (4 Nos.) Kg  120
Fertilizer Hopper Capacity (2 Nos.) Kg  440
Weight (Kg) (Approx)  800
Tractor Range  50 HP or Above
Working Speed Km/hr  5-7
Minimum Row Distance (cm)  30
Capacity (Acres/hr)  2.5-4

Features:

1. One seed at a place, no misses.
2. Saving of costly Seeds.
3. No mechanical damage to seeds.
4. Precision in sowing 10-15% increase in the yield.
5. Uniform depth of sowing- better stand, better root growth and no waviness- better yield.
6. Labor savings - Reduced expenses on planting (scarce & costly labor).
7. High work efficiency and improved output- more economical.
8. Appropriate and uniform spacing between seed and fertilizer for optimum plant growth- higher yields.
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